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Abstract
Many industrial processes for discrete consumable products 
consist of a series (or set) of sequential process operations (or 
subsystems) which are de-coupled by means of in-process storage 
buffers. Each subsystem of such a process contains one or more 
parallel coupled or uncoupled operating lanes. We describe the 
use of a discrete-event simulation model for determining the 
availability of such a process. We likewise define and use a genetic 
algorithm to determine process designs and operating rules that 
have high availability. A 65-variable example, consisting of four 
operating subsystems with at most four lanes per subsystem, is 
used to illustrate the method. The results for this and similar real-
world applications indicate that, by applying this methodology, 
it is possible to design buffered industrial processes having high 
availability.
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I. Introduction
Many processes for handling, processing, and manufacturing 
discrete products consist of a series (or set) of sequential process 
operations (or subsystems) which are de-coupled by means of in-
process storage buffers. Such a process, along with its operating 
rules, is referred to herein as a Buffered Industrial Process (BIP). 
For example, a commercial bottling operation represents such 
a process, while the manufacture of such things as computer 
chips represents yet another example of a buffered industrial 
manufacturing system. Non-manufacturing systems may include 
such systems as mail sorting and handling, high-speed systems 
for inventory selection and movement, and the like. In addition, 
subsystems within the overall system may contain one or more 
parallel production facilities, or “lanes”, which perform an identical 
function. Fig. 1 illustrates a typical BIP having m≥2 manufacturing 
subsystems and m−1 buffers in which the ith subsystem has ni≥1 
lanes. Note that each pair of manufacturing subsystems is separated 
by a single buffer that accepts the combined output of all the lanes 
supplying it and distributes its products to all the lanes that it 
supplies. We refer to this as a “common” buffer.
The design of a BIP is described by its configuration and operating 
rules. By “configuration” we mean the number of lane and buffer 
subsystems, the number of lanes in each manufacturing subsystem, 
whether or not the lanes are coupled within a given subsystem, 
and the buffer capacities. For each manufacturing subsystem, 
the lanes have specified failure time (“uptime”) distributions 
relative to particular lane speeds and repair time (“downtime”) 
distributions. Also, lane failure times can be represented as being 
either “good-as-new” (i.e., failure time is reset when a lane is 
restarted) or “good-as-old” (i.e., failure time is discounted when a 
lane is restarted). We also assume here that buffers cannot fail. 

Fig. 1: Diagram of a Buffered Industrial Manufacturing Process

Other lane boundary conditions include the “maximum speed” at 
which a given lane can be operated, the “probability of a false lane 
restart” (i.e., the probability of a loss event that occurs quickly 
relative to the expected system life), and the “time required for 
a successful restart”. A corresponding buffer boundary condition 
is the “starting quantity in the buffer”. Suppose “minutes” are 
the desired time units of interest. Then a BIP also has a required 
“production limit specification” expressed as the maximum number 
of products that can be made by the process per minute.
The operating rules for a BIP refer to the “buffer trigger levels”, 
“lane speeds” and “lane rules” (described in Section). “Lane rules” 
are the rules for operating the lanes within a given subsystem; 
for example, whether or not we can repair lanes on the fly (i.e., 
remaining lanes continue to operate after a lane fails and is being 
repaired), a repaired lane can be restarted on the fly, or the lanes 
must wait for a common restart after all the lanes have been 
stopped.
The availability of a BIP is a product-based availability defined 
here as the proportion of the number of products made or handled 
in a specified period of time relative to the potential number of 
products that could have been made or handled if the process had 
run without any lane failures during this period. An important 
problem is how to find configurations and operating rules (i.e., 
BIP designs) that yield high product-based availability. This 
paper is directed to solving this problem. We use a discrete-event 
simulation to determine the availability of a given BIP design and 
a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to mutate those BIP designs having 
high availability until further genetic improvements cease.
The use of a GA to optimize the reliability of a system has been 
considered by many authors. Gen and Kim ] present an excellent 
state-of-the-art survey on the use of GA-based approaches for 
various reliability design problems. Coit and Smith  use a GA 
to optimize the reliability of a series–parallel system. In , they 
also use a GA to optimize a series–parallel system in which 
risk profiles of both designer and user are explicitly considered. 
Panton and Campbell  and Levi tin and Lisnianski  also use a 
GA to optimize the reliability of a series–parallel system. Kumar 
et al.use a GA to optimize the reliability of a computer-network 
expansion model, while Gen and Cheng use a GA to optimize 
the reliability of a redundant system at the subsystem level. 
Likewise, Ramachandran et al. [8] take a genetics-based approach 
to redundancy optimization. While there are many real-world 
applications of GAs in reliability, several interesting real-world 
reliability applications in nuclear power plant and power system 
design are considered in [9-10] and [11]. Although Levi tin and 
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Meizin [12] use a different approach than the one we consider 
here, they use a GA to optimize BIP availability for continuous 
production systems. Section 2 describes the discrete-event 
simulation that is used to estimate the availability of a given BIP 
design. A GA is then used to search for those designs having 
high availability as described in Section 3. Finally, an example 
is given in Section 4. This methodology has been granted a US 
patent. The patent contains a more detailed description of the 
topic considered here and may be found at www.uspto.gov under 
patent number 6,782,295.

II. A Buffered Process Model
We list the notation and variables for a BIP in Table 1 for easy 
reference. For ease in reading the paper, we deviate from the usual 
system of using single letters to designate variables and instead 
choose to use more easily remembered “word” descriptions. Fig. 
2 illustrates the relationships between the ordered buffer triggers; 
namely, In Fast < In Fast Normal < In Slow Normal < In Slow 
and Out Slow < Out Slow Normal < Out Fast Normal < Out Fast. 
ther variables considered here are defined and illustrated in the 
US Patent Office website reference.

Table 1: Basic BIP Notation and Variables
BIP Buffered industrial process

m Total number of manufacturing 
subsystems

ni, NoLanes Number of lanes in the ith manufacturing 
subsystem

ProductionLimit Maximum number of products to be 
produced by the process per minute

Lane ij The jth lane in the ith manufacturing 
subsystem

tij Failure time of Lane ij

gamd(·; α, β) Gamma pdf with scale parameter α and 
shape parameter β

lnord(·; μ, σ) Lognormal pdf with parameters μ and σ
unif(·; a, b) Uniform pdf on (a, b)

weibd(·; α, β) Weibull pdf with scale parameter α and 
shape parameter β

Fig. 2: Illustration of Buffer Triggers and Capacity

We make the following assumptions about a BIP:
All lanes in a given manufacturing subsystem have the 1. 
same characteristics, such as start uptime, probability of a 
false restart, maximum lane speed, uptime and downtime 

distributions.
All lanes in a given subsystem operate at the same speed, and 2. 
there are only three possible speeds: slow, normal and fast.
The slow, normal, fast lane speeds assume that all lanes in the 3. 
subsystem are operating. Lanes are speeded up (but without 
exceeding the maximum lane speed) to compensate for non-
operating lanes.
Operating a lane at a slow (fast) speed linearly increases 4. 
(decreases) the Weibull expected lane uptime.
Once a lane that has failed is brought up, the speeds for all 5. 
lanes are adjusted based on buffer triggers/capacities.
The speed of operating lanes is adjusted according to a set 6. 
of rules which are described in the US Patent Office website 
reference.
We impose the overall production rate capacity constraint 7. 
only on the final manufacturing subsystem.
If a lane fails, there is no speedup of the remaining lanes unless 8. 
the decision is to keep running the remaining lanes.
There is no speedup while repairing or restarting a lane (we 9. 
speedup only after the lane has successfully restarted).
Buffers cannot fail and therefore buffers do not have to be 10. 
repaired.
We assume instantaneous transport time through buffers.11. 
We assume instantaneous speed changes of operating 12. 
lanes.
The overall system production rate cannot exceed Production 13. 
Limit.
If a buffer hits Buffer Capacity, we stop all the lanes in the 14. 
adjacent upstream manufacturing subsystem (a capacity 
outage).
If a buffer hits empty, we stop all the lanes in the adjacent 15. 
downstream manufacturing subsystem (a starved outage).
If a lane is successfully restarted without a repair preceding 16. 
it, then the remaining lifetime is used if it is good-as-old, a 
new lifetime is used if it is good-as-new, and this lifetime 
is suitably adjusted for the current speed after applying the 
rules referred to in Assumption 7.
To initialize the simulation, the capacities of the buffers are 17. 
set to one-half of their respective capacities; i.e., Buffer Start 
Proportion =0.5.
Once repair begins on multiple failed lanes in a manufacturing 18. 
subsystem that is completed stopped, the failed lanes are 
simultaneously repaired; thus, the total repair time is the 
maximum of the individual lane repair times.
Lane failure times within a given subsystem are statistically 19. 
independent.
Lane repair times within a given subsystem are statistically 20. 
independent.

A. Product-based Availability
Under the above assumptions, the problem is to determine the 
availability of the BIP in fig. 1. Because of the complexity of the 
BIP, the usual definition of time-dependent availability is difficult 
to apply. We define availability as the ratio of the actual number of 
products produced in a sufficiently long period of time to the total 
number of products that would have been produced had none of 
the lanes in the entire process failed during this period. We refer 
to this alternative definition as product-based availability.

B. Evaluation by Discrete-Event Simulation
We develop and use a discrete-event simulation model to estimate 
the product-based availability for a given BIP design. We consider 
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three classes of events: lane events, manufacturing subsystem 
events, and buffer events. The four lane events we consider are 
lane failure, lane repair, unsuccessful lane restart, and successful 
lane restart. Once a lane had been repaired, we assume that it 
unsuccessfully restarts (that is, the failure cause has not been 
properly diagnosed and repaired) with given probability, Lane 
Prob False Restart. We further assume that the attempt to restart 
a lane requires a total of Lane Restart Limit minutes in addition 
to any repair time.
The three manufacturing subsystem events we consider are 
subsystem repair, unsuccessful subsystem restart and successful 
subsystem restart. The probability of a successful restart of the ith 
subsystem is (1-LaneProbFalseRestart)ni (assuming statistically 
independent lane restarts). Note that, even for relatively small 
values of LaneProbFalseRestart, the rapid decrease of this 
probability as a function of niprevents a subsystem from having 
too many lanes.
A buffer event occurs when the quantity in a given buffer hits 
any one of that buffer’s corresponding capacity, trigger, or restart 
limits. The 12 buffer events we consider involve the 12 triggers, 
restart limits, and capacities illustrated in fig. 2.
An algorithm for the discrete-event simulation of BIP availability 
based on these events is described in the US Patent Office website 
reference. To estimate product-based availability we simply 
observe and accumulate the total number of products actually 
produced during a sufficiently long simulated time period (such as 
1 or 2 years). Such a simulated time period ensures a reasonably 
stable estimate of availability. While the total number of products 
actually produced represents the numerator of the availability ratio, 
the denominator is simply the length of the time period multiplied 
by the ProductionLimit.
There are four important aspects of the discrete-event simulation 
that we now consider in more detail: (1) the modification of 
lane failure times to account for speed changes, (2) the decision 
analysis, (3) good-as-new versus good-as-old lane performance, 
and (4) the repair and restart of lanes on-the-fly.
Three lane speeds are considered in the simulation for each 
manufacturing subsystem: LaneFastSpeed, LaneSlowSpeed and 
LaneNormalSpeed. The lane failure times tij (uptimes) are assumed 
to follow a weibd(·;α, β) distribution with mean αΓ(1+1/β). In 
practice, data used to determine the MLEs of α and β to be used 
in the simulation are assumed relative to WeibullBaseSpeed, a 
known nominal lane operating speed. Lanes that operate faster 
than this base speed are often observed to have a shorter mean 
uptime, while lanes that operate slower than the base speed are 
observed to have longer mean uptime. We statistically represent 
this observation in the simulation in a rather simple way. We 
adjust the value of the scale parameter α inversely proportional 
to the new speed relative to the base speed. That is, we redefine 
(rescale)α as α(WeibullBaseSpeed/LaneSpeed), where LaneSpeed 
denotes the current value of lane speed (i.e., LaneFastSpeed, 
LaneSlowSpeed or LaneNormalSpeed). Notice that the mean 
uptime is thus rescaled by this same ratio.

1. Dynamic Decision-Making
In the algorithm there is one important decision that must be 
dynamically made in executing the simulation. Upon lane failure in 
a given manufacturing subsystem, an important question becomes: 
should we stop the remaining operating lanes, repair the failed 
lanes, and then restart the subsystem, or should we continue to 
operate the remaining lanes without stopping until the next lane 
failure occurs?

To make this decision, we consider the following stochastic, 
feed-forward controller. Suppose that we define “Decision A” 
as the decision to continue to operate and “Decision B” as the 
decision to stop, repair and restart the entire subsystem. We wish 
to calculate the expected production rate (products per unit time) 
per expected cycle for each decision, which we denote by E(A) 
and E(B), respectively, and compare these expectations. We choose 
Decision A if E(A)≥E(B) and Decision B otherwise.
Suppose there are n lanes in a given subsystem of interest, of 
which there are only p operating lanes (thusn−p failed lanes) at 
the time the decision is to be made. Further suppose that we define 
an “expected cycle” as the expected length of time from the (n–p)
th lane failure until the time at which n–1 lanes are once again 
operating. Fig. 3 illustrates the various events and corresponding 
expected time periods that occur during an expected cycle for both 
decisions. We now consider each of the expected time periods 
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Expected Cycle Events and Corresponding Expected Time 
Periods for Decisions A and B

First consider Decision A. Note that  represents the 
difference in the mean of the (n−p+1)st and the (n−p)th order 
statistics of a sample of size n from a weibd[·; α(LaneNormal 
Speed/LaneFastSpeed), β] distribution. Also note that this Weibull 
distribution shows the decrease in the mean uptime as a result 
of increasing the operating speed of the remaining lanes from 
Lane Normal Speed to Lane Fast Speed. From Johnson and 
Kotz [13] we find equation(1)

Where α*=α(Lane Norma speed /Lane Fast Speed).
We assume that repairs (downtimes) follow a lord (·; μ, σ) 
distribution. Now, under assumption (19), is the mean of the 
maximum of (n−p+1) lord (·; μ, σ) revs, To calculate this quantity, 
we first obtain the values of v and w from Table 2 corresponding 
to the value of n−p+1.The values of v and w in Table 2 are the 
first two moments of the maximum of (n−p+1) lnord(·; 0, 1) r.v.s, 
which we obtained by numerical integration. Using the appropriate 
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values of v and w from Table 2, we then use the second-order 
Taylor series approximation given by equation(2)

Table 2: Values of v and w
n–p+1 v w n–p+1 v w
1 1.64872 7.38906 11 5.86156 53.4520

2 2.50688 13.6158 12 6.08710 57.0146

3 3.13439 19.1916 13 6.29971 60.4749
4 3.64058 24.3187 14 6.50101 63.8420
5 4.06986 29.1069 15 6.69229 67.1237
6 4.44526 33.6254 16 6.87465 70.3268
7 4.78049 37.9214 17 7.04901 73.4572
8 5.08441 42.0288 18 7.21613 76.5200
9 5.36313 45.9737 19 7.37667 79.5197
10 5.62108 49.7760 20 7.53121 82.4603

to calculate an approximation to  for a general lnord(·; μ, σ) 
r.v. Now consider E(T3) in fig. 3. We have equation(3) where 
LaneRestartLimit is the time (in minutes) until a lane successfully 
restarts.
In this expression, the term in square brackets represents the 
expected number of false (unsuccessful) subsystem restart attempts 
prior to the first successful restart. Each of these unsuccessful 
restart attempts requires an average expected total time given by 
the term in curly braces. Finally, the first term on the r.h.s. of (3) 
is the time spent restarting the subsystem on the final successful 
attempt.
The term E(T1) in Fig. 3 is simply the expected value of the 
first-order statistic from a sample of size n from a weibd(·, α, β) 
distribution. We find that equation(4)
Now consider Decision B in fig. 3. The value of E(T2) is the 
expectation of the maximum on (n−p) lnord(·;μ, σ) r.v.s. To 
approximate E(T2) we again use Table 2 but now enter the table 
at row value (n−p) instead of row (n−p+1) as we did in calculating 

. After obtaining v and w, we use (2) as we did before.
For Decision A the first-order approximation to the expected 
production rate per expected cycle becomes equation(5) and for 
Decision B we have equation(6)
 

If E(A)≥E(B), choose Decision A; otherwise, choose 
Decision B.

2. Lane Failure and Repair Simulation
Lane failure times are assumed to be either good-as-new or good-
as-old independently for each subsystem. For example, suppose 
a subsystem experiences a lane failure. Upon lane failure, further 
suppose that the decision is made to stop the subsystem, repair 
the failed lane, and restart the subsystem. Although a new random 
failure time is drawn for the repaired lane, the remaining lanes may 
or may not require new random draws. In some applications the 
remaining lanes act as though they are as good-as-new (because 
of the stop), even though they have not failed. In such cases, new 
failure times would then simply be independently drawn for each 
of these lanes. In other cases, the remaining lanes exhibit good-as-
old behavior, and the failure time of the failed lane would simply 

be subtracted from each of the original failure times. In this case, 
these subtracted times would be taken to be the residual failure 
times for use in the next event cycle.
For some subsystems, it may be possible to run the remaining lanes 
given that one or more lanes have failed(RunRemainLanes=1). 
It may also be possible to repair (LaneRepairOnFly=1) or restart 
(Lane- RestartOnFly=1) failed lanes on the fly; that is, without the 
necessity to first stop the remaining operating lanes before either 
repairing or restarting the failed lanes. These represent three yes/
no flags that can be set for each subsystem. Depending upon the 
how these flags are set determines the answers to the corresponding 
questions in the algorithm. We note here that, although uptimes 
and downtimes are assumed to be independent within a coupled 
subsystem, the corresponding product-availabilities become 
dependent because of the use of common repair and restart 
rules.

III. Using a Genetic Algorithm to Optimize Availability
We have found that GAs are particularly attractive for identifying 
BIP designs having high product-availability because the designs 
we consider involve categorical variables as well as variables 
that are both continuous and discrete. In addition, some of the 
continuous variables are ordered variables. The fitness (function) 
we consider is the availability of a BIP as determined from the 
discrete-event simulation described in Section 2. Goldberg [14] and 
Michalewicz [15] provide introductory information on GAs.

A. GA Solution Encoding
Although the traditional GA considers binary variables for encoding 
solutions, more recent versions of GA use natural (base 10) 
variables. Because of the convenience of using natural variables, 
we likewise do this here. We list constraints on the encoding 
BIP variables as well as two additional variables associated with 
uncoupled/coupled subsystems as discussed below in Table 3 for 
easy reference.

Table 3:
MinNoLanes Minimum number of lanes in a given subsystem
MaxNoLanes Maximum number of lanes in a given subsystem

MinLaneSpeed Minimum lane speed (must be less than 
MaxLaneSpeed)

MaxLaneSpeed Maximum lane speed
MinBufferCapacity Minimum buffer capacity

MaxBufferCapacity Maximum buffer capacity (must be greater than or 
equal to MinBufferCapacity)

UncoupledLanes

Flag denoting whether the lanes in a given 
subsystem are coupled or uncoupled [0—coupled, 1 
uncoupled] (see LaneRules below for coupled lanes; 
uncoupled lanes are run, repaired and restarted 
independently)

MinUncoupledLanes Must be 0 or 1 and less than or equal to 
MaxUncoupledLanes

MaxUncoupledLanes Must be 0 or 1

LaneRules

Categorical variable used to denote 
feasible combinations of lane operating 
rules (Lane Repair On Fly, Lane Restart 
On Fly, Run Remain Lanes). For coupled 
lanes, the following three combinations are 
allowed: LaneRules=1=(0,0,0); 2=(1,0,1); 3=(0,0,1). 
For uncoupled lanes, LaneRules=4=(1,1,1)

For each subsystem we consider two extreme cases 
involving lane coupling: completely coupled and uncoupled 
lanes(UncoupledLanes=0 or 1). For Uncoupled Lantes=1, the ith 
subsystem consists of ni completely independent single-lane 
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“machines” each performing the same function. These machines 
may in fact be in entirely different locations within a given facility 
or may even be in completely different facilities. The important 
characteristic that distinguishes such a completely uncoupled 
arrangement is that each lane can be operated, repaired and 
restarted completely independently of any other lane.
In our application of GA, we consider eight variables associated 
with the design and operation of each manufacturing subsystem 

in the BIP: the discrete variable NoLanes; the binary flags 
LaneRepairOnFly, LaneRestartOnFly, and RunRemainLanes; 
the UncoupledLanes binary flag variable; and the three 
continuous (but ordered) LaneSpeed variables (LaneSlowSpeed, 
LaneNormalSpeed and LaneFastSpeed). As an example see the 
values of these subsystem variables listed below in the second 
column of Table 4. Note that, in this case, because Uncoupled 
Lanes =1 ,  Lane Rules=4.

Table 4: Example of Crossover and Mutation Operations
Crossover operation Mutation operation

Variables Parent 1 Parent 2 Child Parent Child
NoLanes 4 3 3 4 4
LaneSlowSpeed 84.76 111.55 111.55 84.76 87.65
LaneNormalSpeed 95.56 128.61 128.61 95.56 96.56
LaneFastSpeed 100.81 141.23 141.23 100.81 99.91
UncoupledLanes 1 0 1 1 0
LaneRules 4 1 4 4 1
BufferCapacity 3823.6 5320.6 3823.6 3823.6 5320.6
InSlow 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.96
InSlowNormal 0.59 0.56 0.59 0.59 0.60
InFastNormal 0.43 0.42 0.43 0.43 0.44
InFast 0.30 0.28 0.30 0.30 0.31
BufferInRestart 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.19
OutFast 0.87 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.89
OutFastNormal 0.50 0.49 0.49 0.50 0.49
OutSlowNormal 0.46 0.43 0.43 0.46 0.43
OutSlow 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.04 0.08
BufferOutRestart 0.16 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.17

Likewise, we consider 11 variables associated with the buffer design 
and operation of each buffer in the BIP: the continuous variable 
BufferCapacity, four continuous (but ordered) BufferInTriggers 
(InSlow, InSlowNormal, InFastNormal and InFast); the two 
continuous variables BufferInRestart and BufferOutRestart; and 
the four continuous (but ordered) BufferOutTriggers (OutFast, 
OutFastNormal, OutSlowNormal and OutSlow). As an example 
see the values of these 11 buffer variables listed above in the 
second column of Table 4.
The following boundary conditions (or limits) are imposed 
during the GA search: MinNoLanes ≤NoLanes ≤ MaxNoLanes, 
MinUncoupledLanes ≤UncoupledLanes ≤MaxUncoupledLanes. 
Note that we can force any subsystem to contain coupled or 
uncoupled lanes by setting MinUncoupledLanes=MaxUncoupled
Lanes=0 or 1, respectively. Also, MinLaneSpeed ≤LaneSlowSpeed 
<LaneNormalSpeed <LaneFastSpeed≤ MaxLaneSpeed. Finally, 
for a given buffer we require that MinBufferCapacity≤BufferCa
pacity≤MaxBufferCapacity.

B. GA Operations
Next we discuss the generation of the initial population and various 
genetic operations to generate additional solutions and determine 
the population for the next generation. See Table 5 which contains 
a list of GA variables for easy reference.

Table 5: Genetic Algorithm Variables

PopSize
Current population size (also the number 
of crossovers, mutations and random 
individuals considered per generation)

MutationRate Parameter that controls the decay rate of 
the probability of a mutation (see below)

MutationSigma
Parameter that controls the variation of 
mutation of real and integer variables (see 
below)

MaxGeneration Maximum number of GA generations
First, consider the details for generating the initial population 
of PopSize individuals. Non-ordered continuous and discrete 
variables are selected according to a uniform distribution. 
The UncoupledLanes flag variable is then selected at random: 
if UncoupledLanes=1, then LaneRules is set to 4=(1,1,1); 
otherwise, LaneRules (i.e., for coupled lanes) is drawn randomly 
from the integers 1–3.
LaneSlowSpeed is then drawn from unif(MinLaneSpeed, 
MaxLaneSpeed), LaneNormalSpeed is drawn from 
unif(LaneSlowSpeed, MaxLaneSpeed), and LaneFastSpeed is 
drawn from unif(LaneNormalSpeed, MaxLaneSpeed). Note how 
this use of conditioning ensures the proper ordering of the slow, 
normal and fast speeds.
Now consider the initial ordered BufferInTriggers. InFast is drawn 
from unif(0, 0.25), InFastNormal is drawn from unif(0.35, 0.65), 
InSlowNormal is drawn from unif(InFastNormal, 0.65), and 
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finally InSlow is drawn from unif(0.75, 1). The initial ordered 
BufferOutTriggers are drawn in a similar way.
In this way, an initial generation of PopSize individuals is generated. 
The fitness (availability) of each of these individuals is then 
evaluated by executing the discrete-event simulation described 
in Section 2 for a SimulationDuration time period. These PopSize 
individuals are then ranked according to their fitness values, i.e., 
their product-based availabilities.
Genetic crossover is now performed either by individual variable 
or by groups of variables determined randomly and PopSize 
more individuals (genetic offspring or progeny) are identified 
for inclusion in the population. The parents are chosen from the 
current population with probability inversely proportional to 
fitness ranking. (NoLanes, LaneSpeeds) and (UncoupledLanes, 
LaneRules) are two groups of subsystem variables that 
remain together in the crossover operation. Similarly, the four 
BufferInTriggers and four BuggeroutTriggers are two separate 
groups of buffer variables. Above in Table 4 is an example of 
crossover for one subsystem and one buffer involving two parents 
and the resulting child obtained by crossover. Note that (NoLanes, 
LaneSpeeds) is from Parent 2, (UncoupledLanes, LaneRules) is 
from Parent 1, BufferCapacity is from Parent 1, BufferInTriggers is 
from Parent 1, BufferInRestart is from Parent 2, BufferOutTriggers 
is from Parent 2, and BufferOutRestart is from Parent 1. The 
fitness of each of these PopSize progeny obtained by crossover 
is then calculated.
Next, PopSize more individuals are generated for inclusion 
in the population by the so-called genetic mutation. Each 
variable or group of variables is mutated with probability 
exp(−MutationRate×generation). Note that this represents an 
exponential decay in the probability that a mutation occurs as 
a function of generation as determined by MutationRate. The 
group (Uncoupled Lanes, LaneRules) is mutated as a group of 
variables. Provided that mutation occurs, if UncoupledLanes=1, 
then LaneRules equals 4=(1,1,1); otherwise, LaneRules is drawn 
randomly from the integers 1–3.
Other variables are drawn with expectation taken to be the current 
value and variance decreasing in successive generations. For 
continuous and discrete variables, we use a logit transformation 
as follows: first compute z=(c-l)/(h-l) where c, l, h are the 
current, minimum and maximum values of the variable. Then 
calculate d=log(z/(1-z))+(unif(0,1)-.5)×MutationSigma×exp(-
MutationRate ×generation). Finally compute u=exp(d) /
(1+exp(d)) which is converted to a value between l and h. This 
logit transformation has the properties that the expected value 
is the current value cand the standard deviation decreases with 
generation through the term MutationSigma ×exp(− MutationRate 
×generation). Note that the use of the transformation ensures 
a mutation within the minimum and maximum values of the 
variable. The variables BufferCapacity, BufferInRestart, and 
BufferOutRestart are mutated this way.
For continuous ordered variables, we use a technique known as 
Dirichlet sampling [16, p. 231]. For example, consider the four 
ordered BufferInTriggers: Infest, InFastNormal, InSlowNormal 
and InSlow. For convenience, let pi, i=1,…,4, denote these four 
ordered triggers; thus, 0<p1<p2<p3<p4<1. We perform the 
following steps:

Calculate oi=pi-pi-1, i=1,…,5, where p0=0 and p5=1.• 
Calculate oi=oi(10+100(1-exp(-Mutation Rate × • 
generation))).
Draw yi from a gamd(·; oi, 1) distribution, i=1,…,5.• 

Calculate • , i=1,…,4 (which have a Dirichlet 
distribution).
Calculate • , i=1,…,4.

This Dirichlet sampling scheme has the following properties: (1) 
the expected value of zi is the current value pi, and (2) the standard 
deviation of zi decreases in successive generations. Note that the 
Dirichlet sampling ensures the proper ordering of these variables. 
Besides BufferInTriggers, the variables BufferOutTriggers and 
LaneSpeeds are mutated this way.
Above in Table 4 is an example of mutation for one subsystem 
and one buffer for a parent and the resulting child obtained by 
mutation. Note that because the LaneSpeeds are associated with 
the number of lanes (NoLanes), the LaneSpeeds are mutated but 
NoLanes is not.
Finally, an additional PopSize individuals are added to the 
population at each successive generation as described for the 
initial population, i.e., generated randomly.
The above GA procedure yields a total of 4×PopSize individuals 
in the population (the best Popsize individuals from the previous 
generation and PopSize individuals generated each by crossover, 
mutation, and at random) from which the PopSize individuals 
having the best fitness (highest product-availability) become 
the initial population for use at the next generation. The process 
described above is repeated for MaxGeneration generations, and 
the identity of the most-fit (i.e., highest availability) individual 
at each generation is identified and retained.
Regarding the choice of values for the GA, we have 
found Popsize=10, MutationRate=0.01,MutationSigma=
1 and MaxGeneration=100 to work well. Other values should be 
tried to see if significantly better solutions are obtained.

IV. Example
Consider the design and operation of a BIP containing four 
manufacturing subsystems and three buffers(m=4) that 
must be capable of producing at most 400 products per 
minute (ProductionLimit=400).Table 6 and Table 7 contain the 
required subsystem-level input parameters for the system and there 
are a total of 65 parameters whose optimal values we seek. In Table 
6, notice that the Weibull failure time distributions all have β<1; 
thus, all lanes tend to fail prematurely. The mean lane failure times 
are 91.7, 16.2, 9.6 and 21.5 min for each of the four subsystems, 
respectively. From Table 6, the corresponding lognormal mean 
lane repair times are 1.5, 1.0, 0.8 and 1.0 min.

Table 6: Manufacturing Subsystem Input Parameters
Parameter Manufacturing subsystem

1 2 3 4
GoodAsOld 0 1 1 0
WeibullBaseSpeed 100 100 100 100
α 29.5 8.1 6.1 9.1
β 0.41 0.50 0.58 0.46
μ 0.33 −0.13 −0.26 −0.10
σ 0.42 0.44 0.39 0.41
LaneProbFalseRestart 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
LaneRestartLimit 0.10 0.15 0.15 0.10
MinNoLanes 1 1 1 1
MaxNoLanes 4 4 4 4
MinLaneSpeed 25 25 25 25
MaxLaneSpeed 150 150 150 150
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Parameter Manufacturing subsystem
1 2 3 4

MinUncoupledLanes 0 0 0 0
MaxUncoupledLanes 1 1 1 1

Table 7: Buffer Input Parameters

Parameter Buffer

1 2 3
BufferStartProportion 0.5 0.5 0.5
MinBufferCapacity 400 400 400
MaxBufferCapacity 6750 6750 6750

A 1-year simulated time period is to be used (Simulation 
Duration=525600). Other GA variables were set as 
follows: PopSize=10, Mutation Rate=0.01, Mutation Sigma=1.0, 
andMaxGeneration=100.
After 100 generations of the GA, the highest product-availability 
attained was 0.9905 with an estimated standard deviation of 
0.0002. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the availability associated 
with the solution having the highest availability for each of the 
100 generations. Table 8 contains the eight corresponding design 
and operating parameter values (the solution set) for each of the 
four manufacturing subsystems. We see that NoLanes=4 (the upper 
limit) is the optimal choice for each subsystem. We also note 
thatUncoupledLanes=1 is the preferred design choice because 
such a configuration is completely unconstrained with regard to 
repair and restart. Likewise, Table 9 contains 

Fig. 4. Evolutionary Plot of BIP Product-Availability the 11Design 
and Operating Parameter Values for Each Buffer

Table 8: Optimal Manufacturing Subsystem Variables
Variables Manufacturing Subsystem

1 2 3 4
NoLanes 4 4 4 4
LaneRepairOnFly 1 1 1 1
LaneRestartOnFly 1 1 1 1
RunRemainLanes 1 1 1 1
UncoupledLanes 1 1 1 1
LaneSlowSpeed 84.76 146.09 123.28 93.47
LaneNormalSpeed 95.56 146.63 146.05 99.76
LaneFastSpeed 100.81 149.45 148.01 99.81

Table 9: Optimal Buffer Variables

Variables Buffer

1 2 3
BufferCapacity 3823.6 5564.6 6117.6
InSlow 0.97 0.76 0.91
InSlowNormal 0.59 0.65 0.43
InFastNormal 0.43 0.64 0.42
InFast 0.30 0.05 0.22
BufferInRestart 0.18 0.07 0.79
BufferOutRestart 0.16 0.84 0.54
OutFast 0.87 0.87 0.88
OutFastNormal 0.50 0.43 0.48
OutSlowNormal 0.46 0.39 0.46
OutSlow 0.04 0.01 0.06

Because of less redundancy and greater economy of scale, 
coupled subsystems are usually less expensive to build than fully 
uncoupled ones. In order to examine the effect of lane coupling on 
availability, suppose we constrain all subsystems to be coupled. 
We accomplish this by simply replacing the last row in  with a row 
containing all zeros. In our example, the optimal availability after 
100 generations is found to be 0.9166 with an estimated standard 
deviation of 0.0023. Thus, the penalty for the anticipated cost 
improvement is a 7.5% decrease in BIP product-availability.
Regarding the computer processing time, the proposed 
methodology implemented in the programming language C on a 
rather old computer (DELL Latitude D400, 1.69 GHz, Pentium M, 
1GB RAM) took 3.9 h for this example. Given that the generation 
of individuals randomly as well as by crossover and mutation is 
done very quickly, most of this time is for evaluating BIP designs. 
Based on the 3010 BIP designs evaluated for this example, the 
average evaluation time for one BIP design was 4.63 s. Today, 
even faster processing times can be achieved with the computers 
that are now available.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper, we have shown how a BIP design (the configuration 
of BIP and its operating rules) can be evaluated by a product-
based availability via discrete-event simulation. The example 
shows the power and flexibility of GAs to find nearly optimal 
BIP designs; the variables that define a BIP design are categorical, 
integers, continuous and ordered. While we have used a program 
written in C to demonstrate the proposed methodology, it can be 
implemented in reliability engineering software, such as Power 
Factor® which is commercially available from BearingPoint.1
In generating individuals through mutation and crossover, 
the use of the logit transformation for bounded variables and 
Dirichlet sampling for ordered continuous variables and the use of 
groups of variables avoids the generation of infeasible solutions. 
Consequently, the majority of the processing time results from 
evaluating the candidate BIP designs.
Other variants of evolutionary programming may be explored. The 
recent Multiple-Objective Genetic Algorithms (MOGAs) might 
be applied here when cost of a BIP design is considered.
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